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Moline Public Library 

 Moline Public Library serves 

 41,920 Moline residents

 Quad City bi-state area with a population of @ 380,000 

 One 68,000 sq. foot, two story building

 Of our current staff of 25, the 11 staff of our Children’s, Teen and Adult teams have

programming as part of their job duties.

The Moline Public Library inspires lifelong learning, creates community 

and transforms lives with quality resources and services.



Creating, yet not re-creating the wheel

 So much audiovisual content on web, how would ours resonate and cut 

through the noise

 Do it NOW!  SRP when we returned to work June 1st

 Staff produced

 “Hyper local” content with partners

 Will try larger RAILS consortia author visit—John Sandford in April 2021 



How do we register and send program 

links to patrons?

 Library events calendar 

 Registration and send out program links

 Primarily Zoom

 Some FB Live and some FB premiere

 YouTube channel videos



On demand story times with Children’s Staff Avatars



Learning and more learning

 Muting

 Turning off camera

 Speaker view

 Co-hosting

 Screen sharing

 Story time copyright concerns

 Scheduling virtual programs and physical space for presenting virtual 

programs

 Zoom, zoom and more Zoom

 Adult patrons not crazy about FB Live or FB Premiere; ok with YouTube local 

history program

 Adding back exhibits–passive programming



We’ve got it going…now how to improve ?

 Backdrops

 Green Screen

 Mic improvements—tabletop and lavalier mics

 Camera vs. phone vs. tablet vs. laptop

 Camtasia video editing software

 Catching patrons who register the day of a program, after a link was sent out the day 
prior, as noted on PR; when we have shut off registration 24 hours prior, we’ve had 
patrons want to register 

 What about “no-shows”?  Becomes an issue with some who register when there is a 
maximum number of kits and/or seats with a program.  Considering a 3 strikes and 
we’ll add you to the wait list guideline.

 Presenters/performers who allow recordings and many who do not

 Explaining this to the public



Our Latest Learning

54% 

program

survey 

response 

rate using 

Survey 

Monkey

How do we 

distribute 

slime project 

supplies?

Next up, perch 

to dissect…

Notifying 

patrons 

that the 

Zoom 

session is 

being 

recorded 

and they 

may wish 

to change 

their 

screen 

name and 

turn off 

their 

camera



Kits

 Our children’s and YA departments have provided many kits—most STEAM 

based, some “just” crafts

 Difficult for some supplies to be added to kits 

 Some parents wanting kits suitable for wide range of ages

 Some craft kits for adults/families

 For all ages, typically, staff have created tutorial videos to watch live or later 

in conjunction with the physical kits and written instructions.  More patrons 

take and use kits than watch online instruction.

 Patrons have enjoyed sharing photos of their finished projects with us.

 It’s a “mixed bag”.



Next steps 

Slow and steady into summer

 Planning all virtual, but can be adapted to in person, socially distanced 
outdoor offerings –if COVID19 data allows

 Foresee outdoor programs before indoor

 Foresee limited  in person programming with prior registration, attendance 
caps and socially distanced seating

 Changing up Teen SRP program to include options for points 

for prizes beyond books read

 Changing up Adult SRP prizes and engagement

 Hybrid programming (especially in winter months)

 Some online

 Some in person

 Some in person with recording, dependent upon presenter


